The Darkest Days: How to Survive an EMP Attack

Picture this: You wake up one fine morning and head to the breakfast table. Your
worried wife informs you that she could not prepare breakfast because the power is
out. You do not find anything unusual in the sense that blackout in USA is not really
so out of the blue. You pour yourself some cereal and start munching. Before you
can gulp it down, your harried kid runs in and informs you in a state of near panic
that the cell phone is not working either. You assure her that she probably forgot to
charge her phone. You whip out yours from the pocket and find that it has conked
out as well!
Now you begin to feel a little uncertain. In the silence that is always around when
there is a power cut, you hear your neighbors talking excited in their front-yards.
You head out to the door and realize that the power cut has engulfed the entire
neighborhood. Out of this commotion, the cackle of a radio is heard from a neighbor
and you hear a voice tell you that there has been an EMP attack. With every
neighbor looking at one another for a plausible explanation, you find everyone
scurrying around to find out how to survive this undefined, unforeseen and unheardof danger.
And this is just the scenario in the first hour of an EMP attack! Imagine what the
situation can possibly be when the electric grid that you depended upon for years
fails to come back to life for days, months or even years! Can you think of a life that

is free from electricity and what it brings to the table? What will happen to all those
electronic gadgets, the food stored in dead refrigerators and not to mention the lifesaving medicines stashed away in deep-freezers? What of the power-hungry
gadgets that cook your food every morning? Without electricity your life will

come to a standstill that is nothing short of a catastrophe!

LET ME SURVIVE AN EMP ATTACK

Why You Can’t Prepare for an EMP Attack on your Own
An EMP attack is NOT your standard threat that calls for
preparations known to everyone. EMP stands for Electro Magnetic Pulse.
Solar flares in the atmosphere can cause it and so can artificial means. It does not
take much in terms of money or expertise to cause an EMP that will conk out your
cell phone. Prepared on a large scale, it has the potential to knock over the power
grid of a city or even several cities at the same time. A quick look through the
newspapers or the internet will tell you that USA is doing little to strengthen its
power grids. You will be amazed how close the power grids are to falling apart on
their own, irrespective of an EMP attack!
The government is doing little to fix these problems. It is spending billions in Obama
Care while ignoring the possibility that the country is on the verge of a blackout that
it has never seen before. The info given out by the government about blackouts in
USA is also zero. The EMP technology can be used by the enemies picked up by USA
in the recent times or by some terrorist organization. It is a real threat, just around
the corner and waiting to strike and hurtle you into a situation for which you cannot
prepare in advance.
What do you know about surviving a threat or an attack? Your primary options are to
stock up on food, supplies and lock up your house manually and through home
alarm systems. In an EMP attack, ALL these methods are useless. Here’s
why: you cannot store food without a functioning fridge, you cannot store supplies
or lock up your house because where there is an acute shortage of food in the
neighborhood, violent criminals and looters will take your house apart and take
away all your food and supplies. Add to it the bodily harm that may befall you or
your family members.

TAKE ME TO THE WAY OUT

The Way Out: EMP Survival
All hope is not lost, though. Do you know about a community that uses minimum
amount of electricity and yet survive well in the modern era? They are the Amish
community. They have age-old methods of preserving food and medicines without
refrigerators and other tricks up their sleeves that can help you with EMP survival.
They can also help you learn methods to defend your house in more ways than one
against looters, robbers and even the military. Don’t think that after an EMP attack,
power grids will be restored by your caring government at the earliest possible
opportunity. They can’t! With the circuits fried by the EMP, power grids will take
even years to get back on track! You have to arm yourself to the teeth in order to
survive and live with your family.
Thankfully for you, the noted scientist and philosopher Charles Green spent
considerable time with the Amish community and picked up survival strategies that
you can use in the complete absence of electricity. He had to take notes of what
they taught and told him because no electronic gadgets and welcome there. The
notebook of Charles Green is the foundation stone for his book The Darkest
Days: How to Survive an EMP Attack. You will find whatever help you
possibly need to prepare yourself for a threat that is sure to strike you in the very
recent future.
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See what others are saying
“Excellent e-book, best of it's kind. Great tips to survive an EMP attack
the PRO way. “ - David Lye

The e-Book for EMP Survival
The Darkest Days: How to Survive an EMP Attack is the definitive e-book
that prepares you for the worst that can come down on an unsuspecting human
race. Remember that an EMP attack will not wipe out mankind; it will only lead it to
a slow, boiling hell!

Order the e-book now and equip yourself with knowledge and
understanding that will help you fight not just an EMP attack, but any
attack for that matter! And when you spend thousands of dollars in
sundry expenses, the pocket pinch is so minimum that you are sure to
jump on it!
Check the website for more details: http://www.blackoutusa.org/vsl/index.php
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